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A Classification Model for the Leiden
Proteomics Competition

Huub C. J. Hoefsloot, Suzanne Smit, and Age K. Smilde

Abstract

A strategy is presented to build a discrimination model in proteomics studies. The model is
built using cross-validation. This cross-validation step can simply be combined with a variable
selection method, called rank products. The strategy is especially suitable for the low-samples-
to-variables-ratio (undersampling) case, as is often encountered in proteomics and metabolomics
studies. As a classification method, Principal Component Discriminant Analysis is used; however,
the methodology can be used with any classifier. A data set containing serum samples from breast
cancer patients and healthy controls is analysed. Double cross-validation shows that the sensitivity
of the model is 82% and the specificity 86%. Potential putative biomarkers are identified using the
variable selection method. In each cross-validation loop a classification model is built. The final
classification uses a majority voting scheme from the ensemble classifier.

KEYWORDS: classification, curse of dimensionality, statistical validation, double cross-validation,
principal component discriminant analysis, biomarker discovery, rank products



Introduction  
 
The experiment involves two groups, a breast cancer group and a healthy control 
group. The control group consists of 77 persons and the breast cancer group of 76 
women making a total of 153 persons. The measurements are performed on a 
MALDI-MS machine. The mass spectrum of each person consists of 11205 
mass/charge (or m/z) values.  

The question here at hand is whether it is possible to build a model that is 
capable of discriminating between the breast cancer group and the control group. 
To test this model a separate validation set was made available to us after we built 
the model. The status of persons in the test set was initially unknown to us and 
only after the model predictions were presented made available to us. The test set 
results are discussed in a separate paper. 

The data analysis may start by building a discrimination model that 
separates the groups. The large number of variables in this setup generates 
modelling and validation challenges commonly referred to as the curse of 
dimensionality (Hastie et al., 2001) or undersampling. In short, the curse of 
dimensionality means that the number of samples needed to accurately describe a 
(discrimination) problem increases exponentially with the number of dimensions 
(variables) measured. In the situation at hand this is clearly the case. A good 
discrimination result for the original control-diseased problem can be simply a 
chance effect. Therefore the use of cross-validation is strongly advocated. Using 
cross-validation diminishes the effect that the model is specific for the data it is 
build from and will not perform well on new data, the so-called over-fitting 
phenomena.   

Principal component discriminant analysis (PCDA) is used to discriminate 
between the groups of protein profiles. This method is a combination of Principal 
Component Analysis (PCA) and Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). In the 
PCA step the dimensionality of the data is reduced. In this lower dimensional 
space a LDA is performed.  The cross-validation procedure generates several 
models in the form of discriminant vectors.  A sample is classified preliminary by 
each of the models. The final classification is performed by majority voting.  

From the models discriminating m/z values are selected using the rank 
products (Breitling et al., 2004) procedure.  Both PCA and LDA are well known, 
simple and straight forward methods. PCDA is a combination of these two 
methods and it retains these favourable properties.  
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Methodology 
 
A simple method for discrimination between two groups is linear discriminant 
analysis (LDA). Good discriminating directions are directions in m/z space in 
which the differences between the groups are large compared to the differences 
within the groups. In the two-group case it is the vector, d, that maximizes  

,
Wdd'
Bdd'

 

where W is the pooled within class sample covariance matrix, and B is the 
between class sample covariance matrix. The discriminating direction is the first 
eigenvector of the matrix W-1B(Vandeginste et al., 1998). Because in this case 
there are more m/z values than samples, the matrix W is singular. This means that 
W-1 does not exist and LDA cannot be applied directly. This problem can be 
overcome by using principal component analysis (PCA), which finds principal 
components to describe the data. These components are linear combinations of the 
original m/z values. The first principal component (PC) describes as much of the 
variation in the data as possible, the second describes as much of the remaining 
variation as possible, etcetera. By keeping only a few of the principal components 
we can reduce the dimensionality of the data to a point where LDA is applicable, 
while preserving most of the information in the data. In this application PCA is 
performed on the mean-centered data matrix; no scaling is applied. The number of 
components in the model can be decided upon using cross-validation. The 
combination of LDA with PCA yields principal component discriminant analysis 
(PCDA) (Hoogerbrugge et al., 1983; Howland and Park, 2004; Lilien et al., 2003; 
Smit et al., 2007; Ye et al., 2004).  

The PCDA is combined with a double cross-validation (Mertens et al., 
2006; Smit et al., 2007; Stone, 1974) approach. This is a nested validation 
scheme; the inner validation is used to determine the optimal number of principal 
components, see figure 1. The outer validation is used to find the cross validation 
error of the method. 
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Figure 1: The double cross validation scheme. In the inner loop a cross validation 
is used to determine the number of principal components to be used. In the outer 
loop an 11 fold cross validation is used to determine the error rates.  

 
The discriminant vector is calculated using PCDA with 11 fold outer 

cross-validation to determine the cross-validation errors and an inner cross-
validation to determine the optimal number of principal components. The result of 
this procedure is 11 models each with a discriminant vector.  

The entire double-cross procedure can be repeated with randomly chosen 
partitions of the outer training and test set.  We performed the whole procedure 
(see figure 1) 10 times. Because a single run yields 11 discriminant vectors; 10 
runs gives 110 discriminant vectors in total. The obtained models thus consist of 
110 classifications rules. A sample is classified by every one of these 110 
classification rules. The final classification is performed by majority voting. It is 
known from literature (Breiman, 1996) that aggregated predictors can have 
favorable properties. This is not the only reason for using this type of predictor. 
Our second purpose is to use this scheme to examine the 110 obtained 
discriminant vectors and study the variability of the model. In the ideal case the 
variability should be small; the model should not depend on which 90% of the 
people are used to build the model. Neither should the randomly chosen partition 
in the cross-validation procedure matter.   

Data 

Train Outer

Test Outer

Test Inner

Train Inner Model

# PC

Error

Best 
# PC Model

Error

 CV Error 

 CV Error

11 fold 
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It is also possible to calculate the probability of a person belonging to one 
group. This is simply the number of times that this group is predicted for this 
person divided by the total number of predictions. 

The cross-validation statistics are calculated from the cross-validation 
errors. Each sample has been in an outer loop cross-validation 10 times. Thus 
every sample is classified 10 times. The final classification is by majority voting 
and the probabilities can be calculated by dividing the number of breast cancer 
classification for the specific sample by 10. 

The important m/z values are calculated using a rank product approach; a 
possible alternative is taking the average of the ranks. For a discriminant vector 
the 11205 m/z values are ranked according to their absolute values. The largest 
absolute value gets rank 1 and the lowest absolute value gets rank 11205. This 
procedure is repeated for the 110 discriminant vectors. Then for all m/z values the 
products of the 110 ranks are calculated. These are sorted again; the m/z with the 
lowest rank product is seen as the most important m/z for the discrimination 
between breast cancer and control.   

 

Results 
 
The results presented here are in the form of confusion tables. These results are 
called the re-substitution results because for the model development the same 
samples are used as the samples to be predicted. The confusion table in the case of 
re-substitution using the majority voting scheme as described above can be seen 
in Table 1. 
 

True class  
Control Breast cancer 

Control  71 8 Predicted class 
Breast cancer 6 68 

Table 1. Confusion table of the re-substitution results 
 

Thus the total number of misclassifications is 14, the sensitivity is 89% 
and the specificity is 92%. The cross-validated confusion table is calculated using 
the outer loop cross-validation errors and is given in Table 2. 
 

True class  
Control Breast cancer 

Control  66 14 Predicted class 
Breast cancer 11 62 

Table 2. Confusion table of the double cross-validation results 
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The total number of misclassifications is 25 with a sensitivity of 82% and a 
specificity of 86%.  

Obviously the sensitivity and specificity of the cross-validated results are 
smaller than the re-substitution results. Moreover al the samples that are predicted 
wrongly in the re-substitution are also predicted wrongly in the cross-validation 
procedure. The sensitivity and specificity of the cross-validated results should be 
a better estimate for the sensitivity and specificity of the test set results. 
 
Important m/z values.  
 
The 100 m/z values with the smallest rank products are considered. The m/z value 
with rank product 1 is 4053.9, the second most important m/z is 4054.8 which is 
just next to the first one. The third one is 4055.6 which is the m/z value 
neighboring the second most important one. The important m/z values appear in 
groups. The reason for this is that adjoining m/z values form one peak in the mass 
spectrum. These peaks represent a protein or a protein fragment.  
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Figure 2. The 5 most important peaks(green vertical lines) in the mean spectra of 
the controls (blue) and the mean of the patients (red) .   
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In figure 2 the 5 most important peaks are indicated. It can be seen that the 
best discriminating peaks in the spectra are not the most abundant peaks. 
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Figure 3. The most important peak for discrimination in the mean spectra of the 
controls (blue) and the mean of the patients (red).   

 
In figure 3 the most important peak for discrimination can be seen. All 7 

m/z values between the green lines are in the top 10 of the rank product.  From 
this peak it can be concluded that on average the protein that is responsible for 
this peak is elevated in cancer patients. 
 
Stability of the model. 
 
In order to examine the stability of the model the standard deviation and the mean 
of the 110 discriminant vectors are studied.  
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Figure 4. The mean of the discriminant vectors, upper panel and the standard 
deviation of the 110 discriminant vectors lower panel. The 5 most important 
peaks are indicated by the vertical green line. 

 
From figure 4 it can be seen that the important m/z values as reported in 

the previous sub-section coincide with the large values of the mean of the 
discriminant vectors. Comparing the upper and the lower panel of figure 4 it can 
be concluded that the standard deviation is relatively large for many m/z values. 
For a proteomics study the sample size is relatively large but the discriminant 
vectors are still not very stable for many m/z values.    

The situation that a model is not very stable is favorable for the so-called 
bagging approach (Breiman, 1996).  In this approach models are built from 
bootstraps. It is shown in the Breiman paper that having an aggregated model has 
beneficial properties if the variation in the obtained models is relatively large. In 
our study this is the case as is shown above. Although we do not perform a 
bootstrap but derive our different models from a double cross-validation, the 
arguments put forward in favor of bagging do in our opinion also hold for our 
approach.  
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Conclusions 
 
In this paper a double cross validation approach is put forward in a classification 
problem. This procedure is followed to obtain an estimate of the specificity and 
the sensitivity for an unknown sample. In the cross-validation loops the 
importance of m/z value is evaluated using rank products. Several important 
regions in the spectrum are found to be important in the classification.  

If the test set is measured together with the training set we expect the 
performance of our classifier to be comparable to the results of the double cross-
validation. If the test set is not measured together with the trainings-set the results 
are probably a little worse than the cross-validated results reported in table 2.   

We combine the concept of aggregated models and double cross-
validation with a robust and simple method. From the cross validation results it 
can be concluded that PCDA is a good classifier for the problem at hand.   
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